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Queen
Edith’s

Queen Edith’s magazine

the best place to live
and work in Cambridge

– a new look for Queen Edith’s Community News

Apart from being home to over 10,000 people, the Queen Edith’s area
of the city also hosts:
• The Cambridge Biomedical Campus, including Addenbrooke’s
Hospital, the region’s largest single employment site
• Cambridge Leisure, the city’s biggest entertainment centre,
with its nine-screen cinema and Cambridge Junction arts and
performance venue
• Homerton College, Cambridge University’s largest college by
student numbers
• Eleven other schools and colleges, educating over half of the
sixth-form students from the whole of Cambridgeshire
• Three Local Nature Reserves as well as substantial countryside
and a large public recreation ground

If you don’t yet recognise the magazine that
you’re reading, we’re just the former Queen
Edith’s Community News with a facelift for the new
decade. We’re as independently-run as ever,
and every issue is still delivered to the doors of
all 4,500 homes in the Queen Edith’s area.
With the new Cambridge South railway
station now going ahead, and a new Local
Plan on the horizon, this year is shaping up
to be an important one for the locality. We
encourage everyone to keep up to date with
what’s happening and to participate in public

On the front cover

Our Queen Edith’s
area is defined by the
parish boundaries
of St John and St
James, extending
out to the Cambridge
City administrative
boundary. We enclose
the City Council’s
Queen Edith’s ward
and the County
Council’s Queen
Edith’s division. The
area is bordered by
Trumpington to the
west, and Coleridge/
Romsey and Cherry
Hinton to the north.

This magazine is published by the
Queen Edith’s Community Forum, a
volunteer-led, grass-roots organisation
for everyone in our neighbourhood.
The group also produces a free
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Emma Bennett is an artist living in Rock Road
who uses delicate hand-cut collage to create a
range of vibrant and fun original art pieces. Her
care and concern for the environment means she
uses only recycled materials to create her work –
cutting or ripping colour from old magazines or
maps (using scissors –no fancy gadgets).
She is also the creator of The Cambridge Art
Book, a fabulous collection of contemporary
images from over 50 talented artists working in
a mix of media. She’s also working on the sixth
book in The City Art Book series.
The print on our front cover and above in full is
of the Rock Allotments on Baldock Way in Queen
Edith’s. Emma has enjoyed looking at what she
describes as “the magical things people do there,
whatever the time of year.”
You can find more information on Emma’s
website: emmabennettcollage.co.uk

weekly What’s On email, organises and
promotes a number of community
events throughout the year, and
supports as many local community
projects as possible. New volunteers
to the team are always welcome. Much
more information can be found online
at queen-ediths.info
Sam Davies, Chair
Queen Edith’s Magazine
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events and consultations that
will have a bearing on any major
decisions. It’s too easy to assume
others will be doing the right
thing on our behalf!
Queen Edith’s Magazine will be
reporting on as much as we can.
This year for the first time we
plan to run four issues – these
will appear in February, April,
August and November. We’ll
be supported for the rest of the
year by advertising alone, so
if you know (or run) any local
businesses that could benefit
from appearing here, ask us to
send details.
Almost all of the existing
advertisers you’ll see in this
issue have already booked
for the entire year – it really
works – and we’re a particularly
good advertising option for
tradespeople and other selfemployed service providers.
Chris Rand, Editor
Chloe Brown, Writer
Email hello@queen-ediths.info
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LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

Looking for an estate
agent or letting agent?
Did you know there’s
an alternative?
We buy houses We’ve
We let houses
We sell houses cracked it

Now coming down the line:
Cambridge South station
By Chris Rand

Combine the massive growth of the
Cambridge Biomedical Campus
with the fact that it’s got a railway
line running right beside it, and
you might wonder why a station
hasn’t already built there.
Still, better late than never! Network Rail
has announced that it will be building
the third railway station in Cambridge
on the site and opening it by 2025.
Cambridge South could be a very
busy
station
indeed.
Originally
planned just to get people in and out
of the Biomedical Campus site, its
specification now suggests it will play
a role as an ‘outbound’ station too,
serving people from a wide area. It will
probably be more convenient than the
existing Cambridge (central) station for
a significant number of residents in the
south and south-west of Queen Edith’s,
as well as Trumpington and many
places outside of the city to the east.

Network Rail has suggested three
possible locations for the station, all
between the Guided Busway bridge and
Addenbrooke’s Road (see above). These
each have their own implications for both
the two-year construction programme
and for access once the station is open.
An Environmental Impact Assessment
will look at ‘measures to avoid, reduce or
mitigate potential significant impacts.’

Call

0330 330 9693 or visit nestegg.properties

Cambridge’s
Favourite!
Have you tried
our New Menu yet?
“Authentic Bangladeshi dishes, good old British Curries as well as fusion
TAJwith Indian,
Bring
thisand
article
along
with twists”
you and get yourself
dishes
British
even
Chinese
The Shamee Burger!

Makhani Chicken Tikka

Dahi Brûlée

Have your say
There’s a short consultation form now
available on a special website set up by
Network Rail, where you can have your
say before 2 March.
The site gives a fair bit of information
about the issues, but you may want
to research what others have already
had to say too. We’ve put a link to the
consultation site at queen-ediths.info.
Do let Network Rail and local transport
authorities know your thoughts. l

At the Taj, we just can’t stop winning national awards,

Come along and try out our new menu if you haven’t done so yet. We launched the new menu
but it’s our local
friends
makedelicious
us what
we are.
New
in March!
earlier
this yearwho
with many
additions
that
have menu
becomecoming
ﬁrm favourites.
Just bring this
article along with you and sample one of the new desserts on us.

64 Cherry Hinton Road • 01223
248Hinton
063 Road
64 Cherry

Cambridge
Open 5.30–11.30pm Mon/Wed/Thu/Fri,
CB1 7AA
5.30pm–midnight Sat/Sun Tel:
• Closed
www.tajtandooricambridge.co.uk
01223Tuesdays
248063/412299
@tajcambridge
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one of our delicious new Desserts for Free!

Pan Asian DIning

Queen Edith’s Magazine

tajtandooricambridge

tajtandoori786

tajtandooricambridge.co.uk

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

café, there is a core group of people who
come most months and then some who
come just when they aren’t busy with
other activities. Most people chat with
people they know and others strike up
conversations with people they haven’t
spoken to before. There are some
magazines and games and it is fine to
just sit and think in company.
Both ‘cafés’ are free, very informal
and welcome people of all ages and
abilities. Just drop by for as long as you
want. One regular café user told us: “I
like our drop-in cafés because I don’t
need to join a group or make a regular
commitment. I can just turn up when I
am in the mood.”

The new ‘Mid-week Lunch’ at
the St John’s Centre

Community cafés and
lunches for everyone
By Rebecca Jones

Friendly cafés are great places
for people to meet up, make new
friends – or just pass the time
somewhere warm and cosy.

Queen Edith’s is typical of many places
across the country, with people of
working and studying age who are often
very busy and mobile, moving from one
area to the next frequently, but also a
long-settled population
“Just a year ago I knew of older people, and many
no one around here. Since families with babies and
getting involved in young children. A lot of
community events, I now pass our residents don’t have
people and they say hi” family and friends nearby
and appreciate company.
Some people are free during weekdays,
including when children are at nursery
or school. So it’s great news that this
January saw the start of a second free
monthly drop-in café in Queen Edith’s.
Every third Thursday of each month
from 2 to 3.30pm all are welcomed to
Rock Road Library’s new Friendly Café.
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This meets in the community room for
free hot and cold drinks, biscuits, cake
and chat. It was inspired by the very
successful Friendship Café at St James’
church, Wulfstan Way, which meets
every first Tuesday of the month. The
St James café started in April 2019 and
also meets from 2 to 3.30pm and is free.
A Library café attendee commented:
“It’s a wonderful initiative – a very
welcoming space” and another that “It’s
been lovely”.

Something most weeks
One of the Library café’s organisers,
who has been to most of the St James’
café sessions, commented: “We chose
the dates so that there is a drop-in café
or lunch on most weeks of the month
but on different days of the week. We are
delighted and very grateful for support
from the Co-op at the Marque, the
Helping Hands care agency on Wulfstan
Way, Cambridge Re-use and Waitrose
at Trumpington. It means we can make
this a completely money-free event”.
When the weather is kind, refreshments
can be taken into the library’s very
attractive gardens.
From experience at the St James’
Queen Edith’s Magazine

Low cost hot meal
Queen Edith’s is also very fortunate to
have a new ‘Mid-week Lunch’ at St John
the Evangelist church, Hills Road, on
the last Wednesday of the month, which
costs just £5. This started in December
2019 and meets from 12.30 to 2pm.
One of the organisers told us: “We
decided to evolve our Companions’ Tea
into a low-cost, sit-down hot meal. Since
our building work was completed in
2019, we now have a very good kitchen
and also accessible toilets. Anyone
can just turn up on the day, and the
attendance at the most recent event
surpassed all our expectations.”
The Queen Edith Chapel on Wulfstan
Way hosts a weekly coffee morning
every Wednesday from 11 am to 12.
You don’t need to be a member of the

What’s on
There’s at least
one community
café event or
lunch almost
every week of
the month in the
area now. Come
along and meet
some other local
residents!
• First Tuesday
of each month:
St James’ Church
Friendship Café
• Third
Wednesday:
COPE Bring-andShare lunch
• Third
Thursday: Rock
Road Library
Friendly Café
• Last
Wednesday:
Midweek Lunch
at St Johns
Church (shown
opposite)
• Every
Wednesday:
Queen Edith
Chapel coffee
morning

congregation or be of any faith to attend
the coffee morning, cafés or lunch in the
churches – everyone is welcome.
Other long-standing local meet ups
include the Cambridgeshire Older
People’s Enterprise (COPE) bring-andshare lunches for the over 50s at Queen
Edith’s Chapel, Wulfstan Way. They
are held on the third Wednesday of the
month from 12 to 2pm and usually have
a talk, book swaps and sales and a £1
raffle.
Ingrid Horgan is a volunteer at the
library café. She says: “The Friendly
Café is a new initiative I am delighted to
be involved in. Just a year ago I, and my
family, knew no one around here. Since
getting involved in community events, I
now pass people and they say ‘Hi’. I am
never quite sure how they know me or if
they are just being friendly but lots have
given me very useful advice about those
knotty problems we all encounter”. l

Looking for good ideas for new activities in the library
The Library café is being supported by the
Friends of Rock Road Library. The group’s
Treasurer James Berry tells us: “The Friends
have supported Library infrastructure and
built a calendar of annual events. Now, we are
increasingly keen to support regular groups
and activities in the library. This Friendly Café
seemed an easy and attractive way to encourage
people to come to the library and enjoy our
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really good facilities. If you have an idea for a
regular or one-off activity in the library do get
in touch. For example we are now running an
after-school Lego club and would love to build a
team of volunteers to help out.”
According to the National Council for Voluntary
Organisations, almost 40% of Britons volunteer,
with 77% saying it had improved their mental
health and 53% their physical health’. l
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Our roots are in
your community

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

What do we really think about
the place where we live?
‘Rock’ area

Likes: Feeling safe
Dislikes: Traffic and
parking

‘Wulfstan’ area

Likes: Play & recreation
Dislikes: Moving around, public
transport, traffic & parking,
housing & community

Bush is one of Cambridge’s leading sales and letting agents and
we offer expert advice and a full professional service to property
owners in Queen Ediths.

Discover the Bush difference and join us on our GrEEn journey
01223 246262
bushsales.co.uk

Likes: Work & local
economy
Dislikes: Traffic & parking,
facilities & amenities,
social contact

By Sam Davies

Likes: Feeling safe
Dislikes: Traffic & parking

10151 Queenb Edith half pg ad. .indd 1

04/02/2020 14:31
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well

Nine

How do you feel about your part
of Queen Edith’s? Well, now we
know! The results of the 2020
Queen Edith’s Community Forum’s
residents
survey
make
for
fascinating reading.
An amazing 220 residents took part,
representing all stages of life and
covering all areas of our neighbourhood.
We’ve used a national tool called the
‘Place Standard’ as this lets us look for
similarities and differences between
areas. Residents are asked to score their
satisfaction with 14 different aspects of
their area on a 1–7 scale.
The average scores in Queen Edith’s
show a generally positive picture. Most
people say they ‘feel safe’ while people
report the least satisfaction with ‘traffic
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Established. Independent. Passionate.

‘Nightingale’ area

‘Red Cross’ area

01223 508085
bushlettings.co.uk

and parking’, which perhaps doesn’t
come as much of a surprise.
What is more informative is when
we divide the area up and compare the
results. You’ll see how we’ve done this in
the map above.
The areas broadly agree in many of the
fourteen characteristics, but in at least
four characteristics there was a wider
range of responses. The ‘Red Cross’
area stands out, often reporting less
satisfaction. One immediate response to
this is that the Community Forum is now
helping set up a residents’ association
in the Red Cross Lane area, just as we
did when residents first moved onto the
Ninewells estate.
We can also analyse the survey
responses by age, which shows that
Queen Edith’s Magazine

• Turn your spare room into extra income
with prompt payment
• Meet students from over 122 countries
and share experiences
• Be part of a community of Bell hosts
• Make a lasting impact on a students’ life
and experience in the UK
If you are interested or would like to learn
more about hosting a student, we would
love to hear from you!

EARN

£103-276
PER WEEK

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

What do we think about the place where we live?
Results of the
Place Standard
survey. Black dots
show the median
score across
Queen Edith’s.
Coloured dots
show the scores
from individual
areas.

‘Rock’ area

(continued from p.8)
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Sam Davies writes: Can local residents develop
imaginative options for the evolution of the
area in the next decade? Alongside the Place
Survey, as part of the ‘A Vision For Our Future’
project, two recent workshop meetings showed
that they can.
The workshops took the Queen Edith’s Way
area as a case study. Aided by expert advice
from Edward Leigh of Smarter Cambridge
Transport and architects Liz King and Monika
Olanrejawu, discussions – and a lot of drawing
on maps – came up with some clear priorities.
For one group, the emphasis was on making
the Wulfstan Way centre an attractive heart
to both the existing neighbourhood and also
the housing to come at Worts’ Causeway. This
could take the form of a facelift for the shops
plus creating more reasons for people to visit,

‘Wulfstan’ area

‘Red Cross’ area

‘Nightingale’ area

younger residents feel there is more
need for improvement. Under-35s
gave particularly low scores to ‘public
transport’ and ‘influence and sense of
control’.
The survey allowed people to write
comments as well as just awarding a
score, and many of you replied in great
detail. Here are examples of some of the
most commonly made points:
– Appreciation of local parks and nature
reserves: “I enjoy the areas of natural
space in or near Queen Edith’s, including
the surrounding fields, the Beechwoods,
Nightingale
Park,
Wandlebury,
Ninewells and Gog Magog”.

Residents develop ideas
for positive change

– A high level of satisfaction with amenities
in the north of the area: “Very close to local
shops and library. Cinemas, restaurants,
health club, local supermarkets at
Leisure Park five minutes away. Hills
Road sports centre and education
centre close by”. This contrasts vividly
with comments regarding the south of
the area: “Wulfstan is a bleak, concrete
and uninviting space”; “If you aren’t
associated with one of the churches
or the primary school, you have very
limited options indeed”.
– A desire for the Biomedical Campus to
take more ownership of the traffic issues
it causes locally: “Addenbrooke’s needs
Queen Edith’s Magazine

to take responsibility for its parking –
simple” and “We live in Addenbrooke’s
car park!”
Here at the Queen Edith’s Community
Forum we think we are the first local
group in Cambridge to have attempted
to build a detailed evidence base about
how residents feel about their area.
Our reason for carrying out this survey
now, alongside other ‘place based’
activities, is because we know that the
pressures on Queen Edith’s to change at
an accelerating rate will intensify with
the Local Plan process now underway.
We believe it is critically important
that local priorities are represented
Spring 2020 issue

stay longer and socialise more. I liked the
suggestion of a petanque court on the grass
outside the Queen Edith’s Pub!
Another group advocated the creation of
a priority cycling and walking route along
Wulfstan Way, Nightingale Avenue and into the
Biomedical Campus via Red Cross Lane. This
would not just encourage commuters out of
cars, but also be the backbone of a network of
safer routes to local schools.
We know from the Place Survey that residents
across Queen Edith’s want to see improvements
around decreasing traffic and improving
community
spaces.
These
workshops
demonstrated a way of harnessing that interest
and commitment which we hope will deliver
real change. You can see the background and
the outcomes at queen-ediths.info l

and that local residents know how to
make their voices heard. We also hope
that our work will now be used by the
City Council, other local government
bodies and voluntary organisations
when they are taking decisions that
will affect Queen Edith’s.
Thanks to everyone who
“We live in Addenbrooke’s
contributed their views
car park!” – Local resident
and especially to local
resident Chris Wallace for helping us do
the statistical analysis.
The full results of the survey and the
more in-depth analysis can be found at
queen-ediths.info. There’s also a copy
in Rock Road Library. l
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Volunteers bring Joy’s Garden back to life
By Chloe Brown

As we move into the Spring, we are
now seeing the benefits of the work
that volunteers have been doing in
‘Joy’s Garden’ in the last couple of
months.
The team, led by the Queen Edith’s
Community Forum, now intend to
speed up progress and turn our new
community space on Baldock Way into
a little oasis of calm for the summer!

Sam Davies, chair of the Community
Forum, has been leading the project.
She says: “The most important thing
we’ve done is to start to use the space
for community get-togethers. We’ve
held three so far, at October half-term,
Halloween and Christmas, and it’s been
really good to bring residents old and
new together.
“In terms of actual gardening, we’ve
taken a light touch so far, partly because
the weather has been so wet. However,
we did plant about 300 bulbs of different
species, which should be emerging now,
plus some donated perennials. We’ve
also made progress with reseeding
some of the worst bald patches in the
grass and (I hope) the apple tree will
have been pruned by the time people
read this.

Birds, benches and books
“A neighbour has given us a bird feeder
and in preparation for the summer,
we’ve restored two benches which
have been lent to us by Cambridge
City Council, and placed them in a
sunny corner. We’ve also improvised a
book exchange box, where people can
leave books they no longer want and
take those left by others – there is no
obligation to put a book in if you want
to take a book out! I often check what’s
Page 12
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inside and the contents seem to change
quite frequently, so it seems like it’s well
used.”
The next steps will be continuing to
clear and plant up some flower beds
and pots, while still leaving plenty of
less cultivated areas to be enjoyed by
wildlife. Other ideas include building
an insect hotel and a community notice
board. The volunteers are also planning
a programme of events – so far people
have suggested a shared picnic, outdoor
Tai Chi classes, a book club, even a popup cinema evening! As ever, what can
be achieved will be determined by the
amount of community input.

Joy’s seal of approval
Sam Davies writes: Even though Joy Barker, the previous
owner of the garden, moved from Baldock Way five
years ago, it’s lovely how many fond memories local
residents still have of her – and when we are working
there, many people ask us to pass on their good wishes.
So in early February I went to the care home in Arbury
where she now lives, to bring her up-to-date with our
plans and to hear more of her reminiscences about
Queen Edith’s in previous times.
Her love of nature still shines through and she was
happy to hear that we are keeping some of the site as
a wildlife haven. She also gave me firm instructions
about pruning the apple tree and how to care for the
raspberry canes! We will continue to involve her in the
evolution of this very special place and hope she may
be able to visit later in the year. l

Gardening, coffee and chat
So, how can people join in? The garden
is open all the time, and anyone is
welcome to take a few minutes out of
their busy lives to sit and enjoy the
peace and quiet. Volunteers meet in the
garden every Sunday morning at 11am
for some light gardening duties – or just
coffee and chat! Anyone is welcome to
turn up to help.
Sam adds: “We always welcome
donations of plants or kit to help
develop the space and you can let us
know anytime what activities you’d like
to see happening. I hope to see you in
the garden soon!” l
Spring 2020 issue

“Anyone is welcome to take a few minutes out of their
busy lives to sit and enjoy the peace and quiet”
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AROUND QUEEN EDITH’S

Litter pick ...and mix!
As spring approaches, the
Queen Edith’s Community
Forum is setting up regular
dates for a litter picking
group, as well as gettogethers in Joy’s Garden,
our new community space
on the corner of Baldock
Way and Hills Avenue. Please
come and say hello!
Working with Ed Nugent
from the City Council’s Streets
& Open Spaces team, we
will be meeting to litter pick
at 2.30pm on the following

Sundays (weather permitting):
1st March; 12th April; 10th
May; and 14th June. We will
cover a different part of the
neighbourhood each month.
The meetup location will be
confirmed nearer the time at
queen-ediths.info l

Environmental highlight in March
Make a note in your diary for the Queen Edith’s
Community Forum annual meeting for 2020,
which will be at 7pm on 19th March at the St
March
John’s Centre. Our guest speaker will be Queen
Edith’s resident Craig Bennett, currently CEO of Friends
of the Earth, and soon to be CEO of The Wildlife Trusts.
It promises to be the most interesting environmentallythemed event in the local area this year. More in our weekly
What’s On email or at queen-ediths.info l
Thursday
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Queen Edith Medical Practice news
Membership of the Patients
Group at the Queen Edith
Medical
Practice
grew
substantially in 2019 and
it welcomes new members.
An active programme in
2020 includes publishing
four newsletters, holding
four membership meetings
(the first planned for April
15th) and an Annual General
Meeting in October, as well as
running three or four talks
open to everyone.
The
group
has
just
published a new edition of
its Directory of Services for
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Older People; it is planning
new Focus Groups to help
certain sub-sets of patients;
and it will be monitoring and
reporting on changes in the
way the NHS works for us
locally – including the new
Primary Care Network (PCN).
It also hopes to do a survey of
patients to provide feedback
to the practice.
Meetings and talks usually
take place at St James
Church in Wulfstan Way. To
find out more, there’s a link
to the Patients Group website
at queen-ediths.info l

Science Festival
comes to our
doorstep this spring

WANTED

Are you aware of our free weekly
emailed ‘What’s On’ guide? Once
subscribed, for free, each Friday
you’ll be emailed a rundown of
upcoming events in Queen Edith’s.
It’s a brilliant way to make sure you
don’t miss out on interesting events
and entertainment that are right on
your doorstep.
March is an especially dynamic
month, as the Cambridge Science
Festival 2020 arrives in the heart of
Queen Edith’s.
Events include an evening of
insects and wine tasting, and a
chance to watch StrongWomen
Science perform a ‘curious circus
show’ for families. Details and a
chance to sign up for the email can
be found at queen-ediths.info l

PROPERTY IN CAMBRIDGE

Garrington Property Finders have been fully
retained to find the perfect property in
Cambridge for their clients – can you help?
We are currently acting on behalf of a client looking
for a three/four bedroom house with off-street
parking in central Cambridge (CB1 – CB4). If you
would like to have a discreet, commitment-free
conversation about potentially selling your home
to our clients, please call Jennifer Mullucks at
Garrington Property Finders on 01223 858310

www.garrington.co.uk
In the event of a sale, no fee is due to Garrington as we are fully retained by our client

Developer funding
available for venues
Cambridge City Council will be
launching the next opportunity for
Section 106 Community Facility
funding in March 2020 with a closing
date in April. The fund can consider
improvements to community halls
and meeting rooms or upgrades to
their kitchens, toilets, storage and
furniture/equipment.
Assessments will be made against
the relevant S106 funding criteria
which is to mitigate the impact of
development in an area. It is for
additionality and not maintenance
or like for like replacement.
Recommendations
will
be
considered at the Environment and
Community Scrutiny Committee in
June 2020.
Details on how to apply can be
found at queen-ediths.info l
Queen Edith’s Magazine

FRRL
FILM
CLUB

Queen Edith’s Favourite
Window Cleaning Service

FRIENDS OF ROCK ROAD LIBRARY PRESENT

FILM CLUB

2020 NEW YEAR Season
at Rock Road Library

All films have a short introduction & informal discussion afterwards
Refreshments available
Thurs 12 March

Thurs 9 April

THE PARTY

Dir. Sally Potter, UK 2017
Cert 15, 1h 11m

OUR LITTLE SISTER (Umimachi Diary)

Dir. Hirokazu Koreeda, Japan 2015
Cert. PG, 2h 7m

£12 (FRRL members)/£15 (non FRRL members) for 3 films
(pay in advance at the first screening) or
£5 (£4 students, unwaged) for each film on the door
Doors open 6.30 for 7pm start
You can just come along on the night
but you can reserve a place by emailing:
rockroadfriends@yahoo.com
Further details about the films at friendsofrockroadlibrary.wordpress.com

• Professional, safe,
and fully insured
• Exterior and interior
window cleaning
• State of the art pure
water cleaning
•
•
•
•

Gutter cleaning
Fascia cleaning
Patio cleaning
Conservatory cleaning

Give us a try!

07803 578 357
info@shortleproclean.co.uk
www.shortleproclean.co.uk

ut
Ask abo d
n
a
w
o
wind
fascia
cleaning
bundles

VOLUNTEERING

Shed, facilities for the community
include a light and airy Bistro, which
currently caters for a mix of patients
and their families, volunteers, staff and
the public.
There are also landscaped gardens to
walk in, an Education and Conference
Centre, which offers a modern space
for meetings, conferences, seminars or
training events, and a hair salon, with
hair and beauty services from Tuesday
to Saturday.

Most of all, it’s fun

It’s all happening
down in Arthur’s Shed
By Chloe Brown

Arthur’s Shed is no ordinary
outbuilding. It may look like a
state-of-the-art garden asset, but
what goes on inside sets it apart.

Located in the beautiful grounds of
Arthur Rank Hospice, the Shed is part of
a conscious move to shake up outdated
stigmas surrounding death and dying.
Open to the public and free of charge
(a suggested donation of £5 is welcome),
the Shed hosts a monthly calendar full
of creative and inspiring sessions, run
by volunteers who are
“The Shed allows people to enthusiasts or even experts
try something they might in their field. Activities
otherwise not, with people include Clay Work, Reiki
of mixed ability” and Crystals, Still Life
Drawing, Tai Chi, Flower
Arranging, Sugarcraft, Astronomy and
Model Railways.
It is also home to a Men’s Shed group,
part of a UK charity that publicises the
social and health benefits of bringing
men together to converse and create in
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such a space. There is a Singing Shed
too, which runs an informal drop-in
choir, where no previous experience is
required.
The Hospice’s new site opened in
November 2016. Its vision was always to
be multi-purpose: a centre of excellence
for end of life care in the county with a
strong community focus.

Changing Misconceptions
Hannah Touhey, Voluntary Services
Manager at the Hospice, says the Shed
activities and other onsite facilities
hope to “challenge ideas about hospices
and prove that they are far from one
dimensional.” Aside from Arthur’s

The Shed itself, Hannah explains,
“allows people to try something they
might otherwise not, with people of
mixed ability and most of all, it’s fun.
“It’s an amazing mix of members of the
public who have never been to a Hospice
before, sometimes staff, volunteers and
patients. If you’re thinking of removing
the stigma around death and dying, it’s
that integration that’s important.”
This outlook feels progressive and
inclusive. Having grown up with a mother
who was a Macmillan nurse, I am no
stranger to palliative care environments.
Even still, before visiting the Hospice, I
was unsure how comfortably end of life
care would sit alongside an active public
space. However, the co-existence was
refreshing, on both sides.
From a patient’s perspective, Hannah
says the integration of public services
allows individuals to enter a living,
dynamic space if they wish, in order to

The shed hosts
a monthly
calendar full
of inspiring
sessions run by
volunteers who
are enthusiasts
or experts in
their field.

escape the more clinical aspects of their
stay in the hospice.
As a visitor, it was a welcoming
and happy place, where people were
interested and where there was a
mixture of activities going on.
As I left, I passed a bounty of colourful
flowers, donated each week by
Cambridge’s M&S. Bouquets were being
made for patients’ rooms and there
were generous bunches set aside on
public sale, for a donation. l

You may also like to know...
• Arthur Rank Hospice is always interested in
recruiting session leads. If approved, you will need
to register as an Arthur Rank Hospice volunteer
and commit to weekly or fortnightly slots. Expenses
incurred through the Shed sessions are reimbursed.
• Visitors are kindly asked to use the Park and Ride (a short
footpath links it to the Hospice grounds), unless they are
seeing patients or have a disability.
• Arthur’s Shed monthly calendars are available at the
Hospice website. There’s a link at queen-ediths.info

Queen Edith’s Magazine
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HEALTH & FITNESS

The sports centre with
an open-door attitude
By Chloe Brown

A new series
looking at the
sports and fitness
facilities in the
Queen Edith’s
area, and the
people behind
them

Hills Road Sports and Tennis
Centre manager Natalie Moss
(above) knows the place well, having
worked there for 23 years. She says
it has always aspired to be ‘open to
everyone’; an inclusive facility with
a flexible approach to membership.
Tucked away up Purbeck Road, between
the sites of Homerton and Hills Road
Sixth Form Colleges, it can be easily
overlooked. However, once
you find it, its independent,
low key and welcoming feel
will leave you hooked.
There
are
no
big
corporate slogans, no hefty
membership fees, but a place
full of personal touches.
The Centre refurbished
its gym last September,
with top of the range fitness
equipment from Matrix.
It feels light, airy and

uncluttered and has a comprehensive
mix of cardio trainers and weights.
Natalie says: “We are perhaps trying to
entice the average gym-goer, rather than
those into more focused fitness, such as
bodybuilding.” But this creates a small
and relaxed atmosphere appealing
to those who find some larger gyms a
bit intimidating. On the day I visited,
there was a welcome mix of gymgoers,
ranging from students to retirees.
Its flexible approach also means that
parents who are dropping children off
for sporting activities, can ‘pay as you
go’ in the gym while they wait. Or if
someone is staying in the city for just a
month, they can use it temporarily.
This open-door attitude hopes to
encourage people to prioritise their
fitness. It extends to the entire centre –
you can hire rackets for 50p and don’t
need to be in flashy gear.
One of the few locations in Cambridge
with indoor courts, Hills Road Sports
and Tennis Centre is understandably a
destination for tennis enthusiasts.
The centre also rents out rooms to a
variety of instructors who run classes
in Aerobics, Aikido, Bootcamps, Karate,
Kettlebells, Kuk Sool Won, Personal
Training, VI Tennis and Pilates and
Yoga. There are also a range of children’s
classes in Drama, Kung Fu, Junior
Korfball, Junior Football, as well as
Tennis and multi-sport holiday camps.
There are a few parking spaces on site
but we’d recommend cycling or walking
to the centre. A link to its website can be
found at queen-ediths.info l

Group Fitness
Looking for local,
reliable electricians in
Queen Edith’s?
You’ve found us.
DS Electrical are your local domestic electricians just
around the corner, ready for any electrical work in the
home. With over 20 years of experience in the trade,
we can boast many satisfied local residents who come
back to us time and again.

07830 349 199 • info@ds-electricalservice.co.uk

Bootcamp

at Hills Road Sports and Tennis centre
Fun, friendly fitness sessions for all abilities
– feel great, lose weight, tone up
Indoor Early Morning Bootcamp:
Mon/Wed/Fri • 6.45am – 7.30am
Morning Bootcamp:
Mon/Wed/Fri • 9.15am – 10.00am
Evening Outdoor Bootcamp:
Mon/Wed • 7.30pm – 8.15pm
Sessions from £6.50 • Wash facilities

with Paul Risdon
Personal Trainer

See www.can-b-fit.co.uk for more
or call Paul on 07568 592 995 • Email paul@can-b-fit.co.uk

There’s so much
going on in
this area...

Spare room?
Become a host
with EF!

Don’t miss out on a thing!

Turn your spare room into extra income
by hosting an international student

Get the Queen Edith’s Community Forum’s
FREE weekly ‘What’s On’ email. Just add your
email address to the circulation at the
queen-ediths.info website. Or just email
hello@queen-ediths.info and ask to be added.

• Guaranteed prompt payments

Contact
us today!
Tel 01223 240020

• Hassle-free experience and 24-hour
staff support
• 50 years experience in language
education
• World’s largest private education
company
• Friendly and supportive
accommodation team
• Students carefully matched to you
• Students arriving every Sunday all
year round
• Short and long term (2 to 52 weeks)
• Truly international school, combining
great lessons and a busy student
activity schedule
• Contact our homestay team today!
• accommodation.cambridge@ef.com
• www.ef.com/host
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ENVIRONMENT

Let’s see what we can do for the
hedgehogs of Queen Edith’s!
By Chris Rand

In the middle of the 20th century
there were probably tens of
millions of hedgehogs in the UK.
Today their numbers are closer to
one million. They need our help.
Queen Edith’s should be one of the best
parts of Cambridge to start. The area is
characterised by relatively large gardens
which form long green corridors and is
dissected by local roads with a speed
restriction of 20mph, making it ideal
territory for urban hedgehogs.
Local resident Barbara French says:
“I’ve lived in four different houses in
the Blinco Grove and Hinton Avenue
area over 35 years, and I see them in
my garden almost every evening in the
summer, where they visit their feeding
station and drink at regular times.
Helping them is really very easy.
“On the most basic level, just allowing
them to roam through your garden is
a great help. They are voracious eaters
and spend most of their waking hours
foraging and eating; they need to be able
to roam 10 to 12 gardens each night
in order to find enough food. Having
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interconnected gardens reduces the
need for them to cross roads.”
It turns out that the City Council can
step in here. Vic Smith, Local Nature
Reserve Officer, tells us: “We can provide
help with putting holes in fences! We
have a special cutting attachment on
a drill and little hedgehog signs which
explain what the hole is for, to protect
it from being filled in if people move
house. All you have to do is ask.
“Best of all is when a series of homes,
or a whole street, creates a ‘Hedgehog
Highway’ by all agreeing to have holes in

Ten ways we can
help our hedgehogs
1. Link gardens with others
2. Make a pond with a ramp
3. Create a wild corner with
brambles
4. Remove netting, or similar
traps
5. Put out food and water,
perhaps in a feeding station
to deter cats and rats
6. Stop using chemicals,
especially slug pellets
7. Check before strimming/
mowing
8. Only build bonfires on the
day of burning
9. Build a log pile and bury
some logs to create a nesting
opportunity for hedgehogs
and to encourage insects
10. Make your garden more
biodiverse! Flowers, fruit
trees and an organic veg
patch. Hedgehogs are
excellent pest controllers.

Queen Edith’s Magazine

their fences. If anyone in Queen Edith’s
wants to organise this where they live,
we’d be delighted to hear from them.
We’re currently trying this in Gwydir
Street nearer the city centre.”
Cambridge Hedgehogs was formed in
2019 to raise public awareness of how to
help hedgehogs. The charity is actively
looking for a site for a new ‘hedgehog
hospital’ in the Cambridge area.

‘Hedgehogs have
prickly bottoms’
from Queen
Edith’s-based
author and
illustrator Tom
Karen’s 2004
book ‘A Little
Look At Bottoms’.
A bigger book
is due to be
published this
year!
Spring 2020 issue

Jenny Sutton from the organisation
says: “Hedgehogs will always appreciate
a bit of extra food when they wake from
hibernation in early spring, at dry times
and in autumn when they are trying to
gain weight for hibernation. Tesco kitten
chicken biscuits are a very popular
choice and cheap. A shallow dish of
water is vital in summer months.”
Please note that dogs may cause
serious injury to hedgehogs, so dog
owners should probably not encourage
them in, or should supervise dogs at
night.
Barbara French adds: “Remember
that hedgehogs are lactose intolerant
so ignore the rather bizarre old wives’
tale that they like milk.” Water is all they
need to drink. l
Contact details for Vic Smith at the
City Council, and a link to the excellent
Cambridge Hedgehogs website can be found
online at queen-ediths.info
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Support the
Friends of
Rock Road
Library
At the heart of our community, Rock Road
Library is a delightful place to relax, choose a
few books, read the newspapers with a coffee or
take advantage of the free wi-fi. The library has a
room with a modern kitchen available to hire for
community events. You can read in the gardens,
admire the plants and the heritage orchard where
children may play safely.
The Friends of Rock Road Library is a registered
charity, raising funds to enhance the Library’s
building, facilities and services. The Friends have
supported the complete refurbishment of the
library interior and created two community
gardens at the front and back.
We enjoy running regular activities which bring
the neighbourhood together, such as our film and
textile groups, gardening sessions, garden parties,
Friendly Café, Open Studios and programme of
talks. We particularly want to encourage children
to visit the library: for example, with our Lego
group, Apple Day and Halloween events – and we
are always looking for new ideas!

Local services and help in Queen Edith’s

Address....................................................................................
................................................................................................
Email........................................................................................

In any emergency, call 999. For serious and lifethreatening injuries and conditions, the nearest
medical Emergency Department for Queen
Edith’s is at Addenbrooke’s Hospital.

The City Council deals with planning, housing,
leisure and rubbish collection. Our city
councillors are Colin McGerty on 07785 577 370,
Jennifer Page-Croft on 01223 729 492 and
George Pippas on 01223 473 223.
The County Council deals with schools,
libraries, social services, roads, streetlighting
and trading standards. Our county councillor is
Amanda Taylor on 01223 249 787.
The councillor team holds advice surgeries
at Rock Road Library on the fourth Friday of
every month, from 5.15 – 6.00pm. They can also
arrange to meet you at other times either in the
community or at your home.
Note that a few readers will be in different
council wards, and you may be directed to
those councillors; details can be found on the
City Council or County Council websites, which
contain a lot of useful information about council
services.

For non-emergency problems, seek advice from
your GP or pharmacy, or call the NHS 111 phone
service, where a nurse will give confidential
advice 24 hours a day. The area’s pharmacies
are Numark on Cherry Hinton Road, Kay’s on
Wulfstan Way and Boots on Cherry Hinton
Road. Numark (on the corner of Rock Road) has
extended and late night opening hours of 7.00am
– 11.00pm Mon–Fri, 7.00am – 7.00pm Sat and
9.00am – 5.00pm Sun.

Non-Urgent Crime
To report less urgent crime or disorder, or to
contact the police with a general enquiry, dial 101
at any time. The system will connect you with the
police for this area.

Smell gas? No electricity?
To report a gas emergency, call the National Gas
Emergency Service on 0800 111 999. To report a
power cut, the number to call is simply 105.

Rock Road Library
Last year we had close to 200 members. We’d
love you to support us and become a member by
completing the form below.

Please tick if you pay income tax and agree we can
reclaim Gift Aid. ❏
I am a UK taxpayer and would like the Friends of Rock Road
Library to treat this donation and all future donations as Gift
Aid, unless I notify otherwise.
Signed.....................................................

Our local library is open Monday 9am to 1pm;
Tuesday 9am to 5pm; Thursday 9am to 5pm;
Friday 3pm to 6pm; Saturday 10am to 2pm.
Closed Wednesday, Sunday.

Drug-related or dangerous litter

Date........................

Telephone.................................................................................

Membership for the year ending 30 September 2020
costs £10 or any amount you can manage; online
to sort code 30-91-74, Account number 38771560
(ref. your surname) or by cheque, made out to FRRL.

Queen Edith’s Councillors

Pharmacies

Join the Friends of Rock Road Library
Name.......................................................................................

Emergency Calls

Drop this form off at the Library, or send it to:

Nigel Blackmore, FRRL Membership Secretary,
24 Rock Road, Cambridge CB1 7UF

The City Council will collect and safely
dispose of needles and drug-related litter
as soon as possible. Please call to tell them
about it immediately on 01223 458 282, or
0300 303 8389 outside of normal business hours.

Problem Parking
To report possible illegal parking, contact the
county council’s parking services team on
01223 727 900. Serious offences should be
referred to the police.

Post Offices
There are two post offices in Queen Edith’s, both
in local convenience stores. They are:
Cherry Hinton Road Local Store
206 Cherry Hinton Road, next to Balzano’s
Post Office open 7.00am to 9.00pm, 7 days a week
Essentialz Store
146 Hills Road, opposite Cambridge Leisure
Post Office open 7.30am to 10.00pm, Mon–Fri,
and 8.00am to 9.00pm Sat–Sun.
Posting Times and Dates
Last collections from Post Offices are normally
about 4.00pm Mon–Fri, 12.30pm Sat (none
on Sundays). See post boxes for individual
collections, which may be much earlier. A later
Mon–Fri collection is made at 7.00pm from the
postbox outside the Cambridge Delivery Office on
the Clifton Road Estate.

Queen
Edith’s
magazine

Queen Edith’s magazine is published by
the Queen Edith’s Community Forum (see
page 2) and is a non-profit venture by local
residents. For more information visit our
website at queen-ediths.info or email
hello@queen-ediths.info

Get Back
Into Shape
At Hills Road Gym

£25
per month

• State-of-the-art equipment

• Free parking

• Flexible payment options

• Non members welcome
to drop in for £5.10 per session

• NO joining fee

Hills Road Sports & Tennis Centre
Gym opening hours
Mon to Fri: 7am - 10.30pm
Sat & Sun: 8am - 9pm

HillsRoadSportsCentre.co.uk

